Upperclass Dorms Announce Results of Recent Elections

Ann McCoy '58

Ann Grayson McCoy '58, known as Ann G., is house president of Windham and halls from Stambaugh, Connecticut. She was graduated from the windshield school in Westtown, Pennsylvania.

Ann has many artistic inclinations. Most prominent among them is design - a field in which she has distinguished herself. At prep school she was Tennis Captain, and is now a member of the Connecticut College Tennis team. At Westtown she was Manager of the hockey team, and is on the hockey club here. Ann G. was Secretary of the Skiing Club. She is a skier and an avid knitter.

Her real interest, however, is math, in which she is majoring. She is Vice President of the Math Club. After graduation she hopes to live and work in Boston for a while.

Ann G. has spent the last four years, and most of her senior year, improving and increasing her record.

Peggy Morris '58

Peggy Morris '58, house president of Mary Harkness, was graduated from Chatham Hall in Chatham, Virginia. Miss Haggerty cultivated an eccentricity: along with her intelligence she has an innate and unexplained devotion toward hippopotami. It has grown

directed to its fullest limit. Along with many of her pictures of those adorable creatures, Peggy has one picture of her dog, Cookie Spaniel.

She is majoring in zoology and plans to go into Medical Art. The baby of her family (both her stage manager and married), Peggy is by far the most active Judy. Ann G. is now in Riding, Hockey, and Skiing Clubs here at Connecticut. At Chatham, Peggy was head of the Developmental Department of the Service League and wrote occasionally for the school paper. Peggy is a good writer, and is in an avid knitter.

Among the honors awarded Ann G. and Peggy Morris this year, the Award of the Future Teachers of America, the Treasure of her church's youth fellowship, Sophomore Class Treasurer (no, and a Merit Scholar this year.

See "House President" - Page 7

Wild Life Series

Lecture Features "Birds of Prey"

Initiating the Nature Screen Term for the coming academic and festive year, Ritten Menz will speak on the Birds of Prey of the Northern United States on Sunday, November 10, at 3 p.m. in Palmer Auditorium.

Various media, including koda chrome slides and movies, will be used to demonstrate each hawk's role in the balance of nature. As many people know, some hawks are predators. A movie featuring the hawk Duck using its natural prey will be shown.

In addition to the talking head, these films will also be the hawk's role in the balance of nature. As many people know, some hawks are predators. A movie featuring the hawk Duck using its natural prey will be shown.

In addition to the talking head, these films will also be used to demonstrate the role of hawks as scavengers and as predators, the way they hunt, and their habits and habitats. The birds will also be able to be heard to help illustrate the relationship to the wild life in question.

Dr. Meng is Associate Professor of Zoology at Connecticut College.

Other programs in the nature series will be held in the coming year. They include: "The Birds of Prey," "The Amphibians," "The Invertebrates," and "The Invertebrates." The talk will show high spots of field trips during the term as well as a full schedule of activities which will be presented in the series which will be presented at the beginning of the coming term.

See "Wildlife" - Page 5

Richard F. Flint Will Open Convocation Lecture Series

Renowned Geologist Will Discuss Events in Geological Time

In Geological Time

Professor Flint, chairman of the department of geology at Yale University, will open the fall series of convocation lectures at Eastern University Teachers College on November 14, at 7:30 p.m. in Palmer Auditorium. The announcement was made by Dr. James H. Baldwin, associate professor of English at the college, who is chairman of the committee to arrange convocation speakers.

An authority on glacial and paleoecology, Professor Flint will speak on the subject of Timing and Uniformitarianism. His topic will be "Animals, Plants, and the Earth's Surface-Late Cenozoic." His lecture will be illustrated with slides and movies, and will be accompanied by a talk on the birds of prey of the Northern United States.

Professor Flint, who was the first winner of the Connecticut College Ann-G. has many athletic inclinations, plans to go into Medical Art. Her major is zoology, and she has an interest in birds of prey. At Connecticut she has been active in the campus orchestra and also did a great deal of accompaniment for the campus choir. As a freshman she was a Merit Scholar and a member of the Math Club. As a sophomore she was a Merit Scholar and a member of the Math Club. As a junior she was a Merit Scholar and a member of the Math Club. As a senior she was a Merit Scholar and a member of the Math Club.

The talk will show high spots of field trips during the term as well as a full schedule of activities which will be presented in the series which will be presented at the beginning of the coming term.

See "Flint" - Page 3

Hollins Hall Scene

First Recital Tuesday, Nov. 12

The first student recital of the fall semester was held Tuesday, November 12, at 7:30 in Hollins Hall, Gallie 5th floor. The program included works by J. S. Bach, Vivaldi, and Beethoven, as well as several contemporary composers. The performance was well received by the audience, and the recital was a success.
Movie Review

by Carol Plants ’60

Is it a dull text? Dying for some fancy, something unusual? Want the history really? Well then, The Story of Mankind is just your scene. The account of Mankind is a boring history of the terrible and the ridiculous, this is the way it is. Even the colors, as to rival the heavens; Heidy Lamy, western by Paul, Marie Wilson, Peter Lorre, and Vincent Price, one after another (already the title story). Is the pretext of a trial conducted by the high tribunal of the Court of History. Price as Nations, and Roland Coleman as the Split, of Man argue their points as they see them to be, as they see them to be (that is, as the history that they navigate their way through as they see it). The greatest privileges claimed are that she is to be able to tell the earth among any hierarchies and any other arguments.

A lowly discovery of Fire, through his use of the Atom Bomb there is one intriguing figure after another, for instance: Cazpe (Hedy Lamy) spurred on to the world by Mark Anthony. Isaac S6797.49 $6400

Sociology at Connecticut College:

In the audience, you will be surprised.

So what is the story? It is a story of communal living. To be without a house and without a home is the condition of Rosella, the elephant by Sue Ryder, who has been alarmed that he ran up a tree, and to learn that she's been found. In this story is it possible to set up the pattern necessary for successful communal living. This assures that we have a true honor system here is what we think of Stuplik, of the Supreme Court, of the laws of gravity, of our parents perhaps, or faith.

The greatest privilege given to us is to be able to tell the earth among any hierarchies and any other arguments.

The greatest privilege given to us is to be able to tell the earth among any hierarchies and any other arguments.

Is there any intrguing figure after another, for instance: Cazpe (Hedy Lamy) spurred on to the world by Mark Anthony. Isaac S6797.49 $6400

Mike Greene interpreted allegorically the scene of the battle of Amherst College, spoke at 8:15 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov. 10, in Van Gelder Theater.

You Think We Live In That Ivory Tower

by Sue Ryder ’60

Any of you who might have read the wonderful new book of Elia Kazan's, “A Colour Loose in the Catacombs”, and wished, like many of us, to consider that she's been found. God. Symbolically speaking, when Marie Antoinette (Anny scohn) triumphantly proclaims “let them eat cake,” and, of course, the people don’t eat it any more. But there is more to it than that. How people who are in the India for four dozen.

She is a well-read woman, the member of the Chafee and Mathews Blackstone. This year, along with her acting in the Wig and Candle and directing plays, Maria is an English major. Eventually Gloria hopes to become a professional actress. All this along with being a student allows her to require a very talented girl.

You may well provide education for some.

The church in the Ivye Tower

Saturday, November 9, 11:00 a.m.
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House Presidents
(Continued from Page Two)
cussion Chairman last year and the Vice President this year. Her other activities include publicity for S-Arts Weekend and the Vice Presidency of Emily Abby last year.

Vicki Gale '60, the president of Bradford, comes from Somers Rise, New Jersey. She attended Butler High School. While there she was Assistant Editor of the school paper, a representative to the student government and a member of the National Honor Society.

Here at Connecticut she is an art major. Her hobbies include Modern dance, tennis, swimming, and painting.

She has no definite plans for the future but she hopes to spend a year of graduate study abroad.

Marie Bresnahan

Muriel Benheim, Plant's president-hill from Larchmont, New York. She went to Manhattan High School. While there she was president of the Pre-Prep Club, president of Quill and Scroll, Editor of the Literary Magazine and a cheerleader.

Her major at college is French but who can't quite make
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it's still the most convenient, most exciting location in New York! Those special student rates help, too. Write to our College Department.
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Phone GI 2-4391

Dr. A. Baldwin presents Views in Service; Choir Combines With Wesleyan in program

Speaker

The Rev. Dr. A. Baldwin

chaplain and instructor in religion at Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass. will be guest preacher dur-

ing the vesper service this Sun-

day at 7 p.m. in Harkness Chapel, Connecticut College.

A native of Brooklyn, N. Y., Dr. Baldwin is a graduate of Wil-

Iiams College and Yale Divinity School. He has been at Phillips Academy since 1930. He is author of several articles and of the books, "The Drama of Our Relig-

ion, and These Men Knew God."

The Rev. Dr. Baldwin is a di-

rector of the Council for Religion in Independent Schools and of the Greater Lawrence Guidance Cen-

ter. He is also a trustee of Wal-

nut Hill School in Natick, Mass.

Wildlife

(Continued from Page One)

four seasons at Pleasant Valley, one of the oldest, largest, and most interesting sanctuaries of its kind.

Hal H. Harrison will show a film "Beyond the Shining Moun-

tains." Sunday, February 2 at 3:00 p.m. In Palmer Auditorium. The film, which deals with the beauty, grandeur and hardships of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, includes two expeditions planned and executed by Mr. Harrison himself.

"Cloud Jungle," considering life in the tropics, will be the theme taken up by Lorus Milne March 9, and April 13 in Palmer Auditorium.
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four seasons at Pleasant Valley, one of the oldest, largest, and most interesting sanctuaries of its kind.

Hal H. Harrison will show a film "Beyond the Shining Moun-

tains." Sunday, February 2 at 3:00 p.m. In Palmer Auditorium. The film, which deals with the beauty, grandeur and hardships of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, includes two expeditions planned and executed by Mr. Harrison himself.

"Cloud Jungle," considering life in the tropics, will be the theme taken up by Lorus Milne March 9, and April 13 Mrs. Louise Beahrs will discuss "Na-

ture Conservation in Indonesia--

A Tropical Archipelago." Mrs. Hichens, who is the author of two books and many articles on na-

ture conservation, will illustrate her talk with slides.

Dr. William A. Nering, Assist-

ent Professor of Zoology at Con-

necticut College, is Acting Direc-

tor of the Connecticut Arboretum which sponsored the series each year in "conjunction with the Pequot-sequis Wildlife Sanctuary.
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gram in the conversation series will be Professor Denis W. Bro-

gun of Cambridge University, Cambridge, England, who is be-

turing in political science this se-

mester at Yale University.

Professor Brogan's lecture No-

vember 20 in Palmer Auditorium will concern The Challenge of Spunks and will consider the in-

national political implications of the earth satellite.

"Love's like a radiator — it keeps you warm, even when you know it's only hot air."—Jerry

Warren.
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Announcing

A WORLD OF FUN!

Travel with SITA

Unbelievable Low Cost

Europe

Europe

60 Days from $95S

Orient

60 Days from $99S

SITA Special Fares:

More trips included in special fares: SITA is the only air

line that guarantees world travel in 90 days or less.

For complete information, write: S.T.A., 131 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York.

How to plan your trip:

SITA gives you complete control of your travel plans.

Just tell us your travel dates, points of departure and destination and we will

plan your trip from New York to Europe and back to your home or any other

S.T.A. destination, if there is space available.

(Continued from Page One)

for the Ladies . . . .

• Macintosh Rainwear

• London Fog Rainwear

• Shetland Sweaters

• Walk Shorts

• Stacks

• Kneeciles

• Breeze Bottles

• Belts

• Clark's Shoes

DIECHE'S

SLADE-SILVERSTEIN

DRESSES

CLOTHES

75 ft. Ave.,

New Yorl, 17,

Gibbons Girls Get the Top Jobs

GIBBON'S

Katharine

SECRETARIAL

214 S. WASHINGTON STREET

NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT

SECURITY

107

S.J.

74 State Street

Phone GI 2-4391

come in and sign in. please!

and what's our line?

shetland sweaters in divine new colors

just come in, sign your name, and we'll do the rest.

we'll pick one name from those that register and give to the lucky girl the

shetland of her choice, but there must be

50 names to pick from, so urge your

friends to register too, from november 7 to 21

bernards

230 state st.
Mr. Myron Gilmore Discusses Scholar's Role in the World

On Wednesday evening, November 8, Mr. Myron P. Gilmore addressed a large audience in Palmer Auditorium. His lecture was extremely interesting and very well received.

Dr. Gilmore began his talk with an explanation of the title which he had selected. The antithesis suggested in the phrase, the Scholar and the World, points out the choice which a scholar must make between the active and the contemplative roles in life.

Erasmus, in his own life, carried on the debate, and biographers of this famous scholar have further discussed it. Erasmus left a monastery to become a scholar in the world, and throughout his life he concerned himself with the duty of a man of letters in the political world, and thus he upheld the liberal tradition.

In these three events, it is clear that Erasmus chose to rise above the world and follow a contemplative life rather than become involved in an active political role. He did not yield to the temptation to enter into the service of a patriarch nor to the attempt to ensure his support of a particular party policy. The one instance in which Erasmus played an active role was in the case of Luther's defense of Luther, and then he yielded more to the dictates of his conscience than to a desire for participation in political concerns.

Erasmus did not yield to the world, and thus he upheld the liberal tradition.
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